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MPs say:

PM Lee’s response to allegations

MORE REPORTS, SEE PAGES A3-A13

END THE SAGA NOW
The dispute is “not (a) Korean drama 
show” and PM Lee should put a stop 
to it by taking his siblings to court.  
- Workers’ Party chief 
Low Thia Khiang, who said a 
‘hallmark’ of the PAP Government 
is to get to the bottom of things 
in court

PARLIAMENT IS RIGHT FORUM
Even a special select committee, 
which might have the time, space and 
opportunity to gather evidence and 
go into detail, will ultimately submit 
its report to Parliament.

- Senior Minister of State 
Janil Puthucheary, on how Parliament 
was the right place to deal with 
the issue transparently

WHO DRAFTED WILL?
“We don’t even know who drafted the will. 
Was it Suet Fern? If so, why not just come 
out and admit it? What is he afraid of? 
Why does he try and deny that his wife 
drafted it, when e-mails seem clear?”
 
- MP Lee Bee Wah, on the role of Mr Lee 
Hsien Yang and his wife Lee Suet Fern in 
the drafting of Mr Lee Kuan Yew’s �nal will

UPHOLD RULE OFLAW
‘’We must give due weight to Mr Lee’s 
wishes... However, it will not be right 
to demolish the house solely because 
he had wished it. The Mr Lee that I 
grew up... respecting would not put 
his personal desires above the 
interests of the country.”

- Nominated MP Chia Yong Yong, 
on following due process

• Mr Lee Kuan Yew had signed off on plans 
to redevelop house in 2012, and was prepared 
to consider alternatives to demolishing it 
should the Government decide otherwise.

• As bene�ciary of estate, PM Lee was entitled 
to be consulted on deed of gift. As PM, he had 
every right to see it. He confronted siblings on 

it because the conditions they had imposed on 
the National Heritage Board with regard to the gift 
were “wrong”.

• Son Hongyi is not interested in politics and “if 
Ho Ching ever behaves improperly”, Temasek Board, 
the President and the Council of Presidential 
Advisers “know what their duty is”.
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